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Gentlemen
'

Pursuant to the requitements of 10 CfR 70.14(a) and 70.24(d), an exemption
from the tequirements of 10 CFR /0.24. " Criticality Accident Re1uirements" is
hereby requested for the Perry Nucleai' Povet Plant (PNPP), Unit 1. The 70.24
exemption being rec icated is similar to the one previously granted within
PHPP's Special Nuclear Itterial (SNH) license.

* Attach.nent I contains a discussion of the basis fet telnstating .his -

exemption. Attachment 2 contalas a discussion on the riesign features and
conditions to prt'clude criticality in areas where fuel is handlt_d or stored.
Attachment 3 is a copy of the Special Nucleat Haterials License (SNH-192fl)
issued to PNPP on Harch 7, 1985. A 1echnical Specification change is also
being submitte6 (see letter PY-CEI/NRR-1388 L, dated February 28, 1992) for
removing the criticality monitors from Specification 3.3.7.1, " Radiation
Honitoring Instrumentation."

If you have; any questions, please feel free to call.

Sincer i .

N . i fil
Hjebael D. Ly.ter

HDL RAL ss

Attachment

r:c t NRC Project Manager
NRC Resident inspector Office
NRC Region III
State of Ohio
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TNTRODUCTION |

For reasons similar to those that previously provided the basis for an !,

Exemption to 10 CFR 70.24 (granted in the Hatch 1905 Special Nuclear Material ;

(SNH) license for this facility), this letter requests a nov exemption to the '

requirements of 10 CFR 70.24. " Criticality Accident hquiruents". The !

previougection70.24exemptionisconsidereotohaveexpiredwiththeSNH |
i license (upon receipt of the Operating License (OL)) since the exemption ,

| was not specifically reissued at the time of OL issuance. It is our ;

- understanding that NRC StMf in tne Of fice of General Counsel and the Office {
of Nuclear Material Safety and safeguards take the position that unless an ;

exemption granted under a 10 CrR Part 70 licenso is explicitly incarporated '

i into the subsequently granted 10 CrR Part 50 operating 12 cense, that the .

'exemption expires with the issuanc of the Part 50 license. Although there
may be precedent to the contrary,' y' it is our un-lerstanding that the SNM !;

license (and thus the 70.24 exemption) for Unit 1 of the Perry teclear Powtr |
iPlant (PNPP) is' considered tn have expired. Therefore, an exetetion is

requested to obtain formal rellof from the requirernents of 10 CrR 70.24. '

CEI believes that a criticality monitoring system was not, and is still not, (
'

! necest.ary for the PNPP. During review of our S!D1 license the imC concurred,
'provided certain license conditions vero incluied within thn SNM license. We

propose to reinstate the saw former Sim licenst conditions (those dealing
with criticality concerns in the new fuel storage vaults) an procedural
commitments. A diccussion about the rationale bihind theta commitments is
given in Attachment 2.

s

Exemptions from the requirements of Section 70.24 have been, and are,
typically granted to Part 50 licensees. As fairl / recent exampl6s, the Texas
Utilities Electric company (Comanche Peak) and tha Illinois Power Cxpanv -

| (Clinton Power Station) have both been granted exemptions. This exemption ,

request is similar to an exemption proposed by Northeast Utilities for the i
lladdam Neck Plant and Units 1, 2 and 3 of Millstone Nuclear Power Station.'''
-

(1) See the SNM License No. SNM-1928, Docket No. 70-2968, (issued to PNPP
EnIt 1 on March 7, 1985). See also the low power Operating hicense No. *

NPT-45, Docket No. 50-440 ( M ued to PNPP Unit 1 on March 10, 1986).

(2) On May 11, 1988, the NRC issued a lotcer to the Tennersee Valley
Authority (TVA) (see letter f rom R. A. liermann (NRC) to S.A. White ('1VA),
'* Criticality Moni E ing") wherein the Staff considered the previously
issued Part 70 exemptions for Brot,.ns Ferry to remain in effect "even ;

though the specific provisions of the Part 70 licenses a re not
incorporated into the Port 50 license.' 'Ihe NRC's letter suggests that
informal telief may be available, but gives no justification for their
position.

(3) See letter from E.J. Mroczka (Northrast Utility Company) dated March 12,
1991 to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Ccemission; "Haddam Nick Plant,
Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Units 1, 2 and 3 - Requests for
Exemption from 10 CTR 70.24(a)."

,
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t

1. EfXUIWlOAY RFyhR1 MMS,

10 CrR 70.24 contains several principal requirements that are applicable to *

Unit 1 of the Perty tiuclear Power Plant. These Section 70.?t. tequirements are
summarized as:

'll Each licensee ... shall treintain in each area in which such licensed
cpacial nuclear material in handled, used, or stored, a monitoring system

,

meeting the requirements of either paragraph (a)G) or (a)(2), as |
appropriate, and using gamtra- or neutron-sensitise radiation detectors :

which will energizo clestly audible alarm cignals if accidental ;e

criticality cecurs. This sectirn is not intended to require undervater ,

;monitoring when spgal twelear twterial is handled or stored Leneath,

water nhisiding.
,

[2] The licenset shall maintain imergency proceduros for each area in
,

which this licensed special nucioar 1.wterial is handled, used, or stored
to ensure theit all persorgel withdraw to an area of safety upon the
sounding of tho alarm...' '

(3) The licentee shall retain a copy of current procequies for each area
as a record for an long as licenaed special nocicar e terial is handled.,

us.ed, or stored in the area. 1he licenste shall retain any superc,eded
.

'
-

portion c2 the procedures for three years after the portion is
superseded.'''

i Section 70.24(d) anticipatec that licensees may request relief f rom these
,

requirements and allows Itcenseeu to apply for an exempt',~i from Section
70.24, in whole or in part, if g wl cause is shown. The language supporting
the regulat.lon l'nplies that where a licenseo determines that design ard/or
ptocedural _ safeguards ensure against conditions of accidental criticality,
compliance eith Section 70.24 would not, serve the underlying purpose of the
regulation and that this constitutes qcod cause to apply tot telief - in this
case through an exemption. CEI believes that p od cause exists for three
reasons: (1) an exemption from Section 70.24 was previout.ly granted in the SNM

'

license; (2) since issuance of the Op rating License, there have been no
chinges in the use, storage, or handling of Sta that hace created now
conditions in which compliance with Section 70.24 would be necessary; and (3) :

the design cf the fuel storage pools / racks together with the assoetated
procedural controls preclude inadvertant criticality.'

:

1 i

.._. _ .

(4)- 10 CTR 70.24(a)

(5) 10 Crn 70.24(a)(3) ,

L

(6) I_cl .

.
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In addition to a showing of 90od cauce usuant to Section 70.24(d), a request
foranexemptionfromsection70.24maybegran}edonlyiftherequestalso'satisfies the requirem nts of 10 CrR 70.14(a) '

For the reasons given belev, CEI believes that the requests for exemption from
the requirenents of Section 70.24 for the f acility are authrized under
Section 70.14(a).

,II. _JUSTirICATim IDH GWirItb 'IME COWrim RIUffST
_

'Ihe specific requirenents for granting exemptions f rom Port 10 regulations are
set forth in 10 Cr1 70.14(a). Under Section 70.14(u) the Comnission is
authorized to grant an exempt.on upon a denonstration that the exemptions (a)
is authorized by law, (b) will not endanger life or property or the comon
defense and security; and (c) is in the public interes;. The following
justifications add e s each of these requirements and denonstrate that the
Comnission should grant the requested exemption.

A. 'Ihe genjption Reques11n Authorized ILt.aw

'Ihe Comission's authority to grant requests for exemptions f rom its
regulations has existed since 1956'' 'Ihe particular authority to grant.

exemptions from the requirements of Part 70 was codified as 10 Crn 70.14
in 1972. See ?7 rederal Register 5745, 5749 (itarch 21, 1972). In

addition, Dils exemption is itcelf authorired by law as Section 70.24(d)
explicitly recognizes that an exemption my te granted to these
requirements. It is consistent with the regulatory scheme established by
the FRC and is not prohibited by any statutory authority. Thetefore, an
exemption request is explicitly authorized under imC regulations.

- - . . . ~ _

(7) Although the PNPP facility is under a Part 50 license, the exemption
requests need not be subnitted pursuant to 10 CrR 50.12(a) since relief
is not being sought from any Part 50 requirements. See 50 rederal
Register 50764, 50775 (Dec.12,1985; (Statements of considstation issued
with the latest revision of Section 50.12(a) " Exemptions from the
provisions of each p rt of the tegulations must be evaluated and granted
under the exemption provisions contained in that part ") Howeve r , when
the imC last revised section 50.12(a) they declined to revise similar
regalations, e. Section 70.14(a), since "the mjority of exemption
situations aris_gye in the context of 10 CTR Part 50 requirements. . ." See
50 rederal Register at 50775. tiotwithstanding, the imC's rationale -
suggests that the guidance for requesting exemptionn from Part 50
reqairements is also applicable to Part 70 requirements.

Aflegheny-Ludlum Steel, 406 U.S. 742,'pra rootnote 7, citing U.S. v.
See 50 rederal Register 6t 50766-57 su(8)

- 7M (1972); WAIT Radio v. F.C.C. ,
Wr~Td llWfETI6.C. Cir.1969); and Alabama ' Power Co. v. ContIE
636 T.2d 323, 357 (D.D. Cir. 1979).

_- --__-______- ___--- ___-____-___ ____
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D. pe_ggenption Reguest will Not Endanger Life or Ptoperty, Or the Comm_orj
Delense and Security

An exemption request will not endanger life or ptoper ty or the common
defense and security if it can be shom that the tequest meets the
statut standatd of adequate ptotection to the health and aafety of the
public

hirthermore, to ensure the common defense and security are not
endangered, the exemption reqv t must demonsttate that the loss or
diversion of SIM is precluded.g'' For the reasons stated below, the

granting of the requested exemption will not affect any of these mattets,
and, thun, the granting is consistent with the common defense and
security.

In light of these standuds, we describe below how the use, storage, and
handling of Sim at the Perry Nuclear Power Plant provides adequate
protection to the health and safety of the public, and precludes against
loss et diversion of SN!1. In particular, we focus on the following
points: fuel storage / handling system design, Technical Specification
requirements, procedural (or adndnistrative) conttols, and existing
accident analysen.

(9) See 50 rederal Eegister at 50767-68, supra rootnote 7. In discussing the
*ist endanger" terminology in the oriilril language of section 50.12(a),
the NRC concluded that this criterion was "never intended to embody any
sr ial standas.ds for exemptions that dif fered f rom the statutory
standards that licensees must provide ad9quate protection to the health
and safety of the public and be in accord witn the common defense and
security." Id. at 50678. Since Section 70.141a) still employs the "not
endanger" language but does not offer any definitive guidance for its
application, we conclude that the guidance offered under Section 50.12(a)
is applicable for Part 70 exemptions.

(10) See Sie el v. A.E.C 400 r.2d 778, 784 (D.C. Cir. 1968). See alsos y
iTorTdi ' ower & Light _ Co. (Turkey "oint Nuclear Generating 5tAGEE~ UnitsP
I and 4), 4 A.E.C. 9, IT (1967); and Long Island Lighting Co. (Shoreham
Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1), LBP-0T 457 H N.R J.~1743 7 H 00 (1984)
(citing Siegel and Florida Power). The Commission's Statement of
Considerat'iods in siipikirt of tTs exemption rule noted with approval the

-

explanation of this standard. There, the term " common defense and
security" refers principally to the safeguarding of special nuclear
material, the absence of foreign control over the applicant, the
protection of restricted data, and the availability of special nuclear
material for defense needs.

_ _ - - _ - - _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _
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1. Use of Sim ;

;

Sim is present principally in the fctm of nuclear fuel, floweve r, |
i other quantities of S!M are used, ot may be used (and stored), at !

r.he facility in the form of fissile matet tal incorporated into !
incore nuclear insttumentation (soutce range monitors (SMs), j
intermediate range mnitors (IMs), local power range nonitors !
(LPMs)), and into llealth Ihysics (IIP) sources. The amount of Sim

,

contained in the nuclear instrumentation is small - significantly I

less than the quantities specified in Section 70.24(a). The small !

quantity of S!m present in the nuclear instrunentation and the form ;

in which the Stm is maintained (a very thin coating sprayed on the ;
inside of the sealed fission chambet contained at the end of each .

monitor) precludes inadvertent criticality.
,

The amount of StM contained in the IIP sources is also much less than,

i an anount that could achieve criticality and is also less than the !'

amounts specified in 70.24(a). This $!M is used for llealth Physics
inattument calibrati >ns and is kept separate (under their procedural
control) f rom Sta ir the form of fuel or nuclear instrumentation :

used in the reactor. I

Pursuant to Section 70.24(c), tie facility is, exempt from Section f
70.24(b) for Sim "used or to be used in the reactor". :

f

Thus, the focus of this exemption request is directed only toward
the requirements of 70.24(a) with respect to irradiated and
unirradiated nuclear fuel.

t

Inadvertent or accidental criticality in the reactor vessel is
precluded through compliance with the facility Technical |

Specifications which include reactivity control requirenents (e.g., )
shutdown margin denenstrations, limits on control rod movements),
instrumentation requirements -(e.g., reactor power and radiation
monitors), and' controls on refueling operations' 8 3 ' , In addition,
the Operator's continuous attention directed toward instruments
monitoring behavior of the nuclear fuel in the reactor assures that
the facility is operated in such a manner as to preclude inadvertent ;

criticality. Finally, since access to the fuel in the reactor
vens.el is not physically possible while in use and is procedurally ,

controlled during refueling (see Section 11.B.3), there are no !

concerns associated with loss or diversion of. the. fuel, j

'1herefore, the requirements of Section 70.24 are not necessary for 4

Sta in the form of nuclear fuel while used in the reactor vessel, '

and thus, granting these exemptions will not endanger life or
property or the conson defense and security.

|

|-

(11) See, e.p';,3/4.3.1, " Reactor Protection System Inst rumentation" and 3/4.9
Technical Specification Sections 3/4.1, " Reactivity Control

SysteiE
" Refueling Operations".

|

|
.
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.

2. Storop of_ Stil !

SNtt ha nuclear fuel is atored in the fuel preparation and storage,
pool and the spent fuel pon1 (hereaf ter both referred to as the

~ spent fuel pool) in the ruel handling Building. Temporary storage |
,

ot fool durint refueling operations is provided tf/ tacks in the j

upper caitainwt poc1 within the containnent Duilding. Both of i

those locations provide for storage of unitradiated (new) fuel Or ;

tr adteted (spent) fud under water. The new fuel storage vaults ,

are also located within the ruel llandling Duilding and can provide !

dry storage for unitudiated fuel. A sumary is presented Delow and ;

a detailed discur.sion of criticality contrnis/ analysis and proposed
comittnents is presented in Attachment 2. j

t,
.

|'he spent fuel pocl is primarily 1 sod to store irradiated fuel underi

water after its discharge from the reactor. It also may te used te ;

store new fuel. The pool is Mr.lgned to atore the fuel in a |,

|- geometric array that tc.gether with the neutron absoroer material in >

the high den 81ty storage racks precludes criticality. Analysis ;'

i demonstrater, that the k is maintained less than or equal to the
| Technical Specificativri'Ed deplyglgt of 0.95. even in the event

of a fuei- handling accident.''' i

!

'1he racks within the upper containment pool are used to temporarily [
store irradiated and unitradiated fuel under water dur!ng refueling i
operations. These racks are designed to store the fuel in a i

geometric array that precludes criticality. Analyste demonstrates
that the k is maintained less than or equal to the Technical

handling accident.''pipn,1g'it of 0.95, even in the event of a fuel |Specificat%handde
-

t

The new fuel stotage vaults can be used to store new fuel in a dry ;

condition upon arrival on site prior to loading in the reactor. 1he -

new fuel storage vaults are designed to store unitradiated (new) ,

!fuel in a geometric array that precludes criticality under dry or
flooded conditions. Analysis demonstrates that the design limit on,

k of 0.95 is not exceeded under these conditions, even in the
enbt of a fuel handling accident.'"' under conditions of optimum-
moderation (foam, small droplets, spray, or fogging) with all
storage locations filled, the racks in the new fuel storage vaults

'
__

i(12) See PNPP Unit 1 Updated Safety Analysis Report (USAR), Section 9.1.2.
:

. (13) See Technical Specification Section 3/4.9, " Refueling Operations" and/or
5.6.1 "ruel Storage - Criticality".

- (14) See PNPP Unit 1 USAR, Section 9.1.1.

:

<

f

9
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may not maintain a k of 0.90 or less, 1his optimum nederattor, !

cowlition is precludWwhen each naw fuel storage vault has ita :
solid two piece cover installed, and, during storage or movement of r

fuel accidental criticality can be precluded by spacing the fuel <

bundles such that a criticality Svent to impossible, or
administrative controls could be used to preclude entry of sources'

of optimum noderation into the new fuel storage aroa. Many other |

] plants une adndnistrative conttols to prevent introduction of j
optimum moderation into new fuel storage areas.

i

Hcuever, during the review 3rocece for the Special Nuclear Materials |

licenso it was determined t tat additional controls for the new fuel,

storage vaults would bo implemented to preclude inadvertant !
'

criticality. The NRC StafL imposed a license condition (see
Attachment 3, License condition 21) to store new fuel assemblies in ;

alternate rows and columns, AsdescribedintheNRC'sSgy
p r'valuat!on Report (SER) that accompanied the Sta License -, arrays ,

' of fuel assemblien in this configuration carnot be made critieni
regardless of the density of water moderation, including the case of

,

optimum moderator density. A commf tment is therefore being ude
that the $ame controls as were contained in the sta condition (which !

,

'

required development of a documented fuel assembly storage plan that
,.

shows the storage location (in alternate rows and columns) for each !

fuel assembly) will be incorporated into plant procedures. Another<

connitment is also boing incorporated into plant procedures to
'

,

implement requirements like thosr. In SNM License Condition 22
: regar.iing draining of water from plastic wrapping material used

around the new fuel assenblies (see Attachment 2 for additional
details on these committrants). Upon implementation, exactly the'

same situation will apply as when the sta license was issued. ;

Furthermore, it should be noted that a criticality monitoring system'
,

does not ensure against the loss or diversion of Sim material;
consequently, the absence of such a system does not affect the
capability of PNPP to ensure Sim is safeguarded.

Therefore, with the addition of the above commitments for
criticality control within the new fuel vaults (similar conditions
were in the Special Nuclear Material license) the requirements ofi

Section 70.24-are not necessary for the S!M stored in the spent fuel
pool, upper containment pool or new fuel storage vaults, and thus,
granting this exemption will :.ct endanger life or property or the
commn defense and security.

. ._ - _.

(15) See letter from W. T. Crow (USimC) to M. R. Edelman (CEI) dated March 7,
IM 5; reference contained on page 9 of the SER.

|

,
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:

3. Iland11nj of Sta i
,

tinittadiated and Artadiated fuel is moved to and f rom the reactor vessel, |
upper containnent pool racks ed the spent fuel pool racks to accommodate .

tefueling operations. tinitradiated fuel when stored in the new fuel |

storage vaults is transfetred fren the neu fuel storage vaults to the,

spent fuel pool for eventual transier to the reactor vessel. In all 4

'cases, fuel movements are proceduralr/ controlled and designed to
preclude conditions involving etiticality concerns. . Moreover, previous :
accident analyses have demonstrated that a fuel handling accident (i.e., t

,

adroppedfuelapgmbly)willnotcreateconditionswhichexceeddesign j

specifications.' In addition, the Technical Specifications i

specifically address refueling operations and limit the handling of fuel |

to ensure against an inadvertant criticality and to preclud |

movenents over the spent fuel pool and the reactor vescel.'gcertain1 '
;

'

While movenent of nuclear fuel presents a potential opportunity for its
! loss or diversion, the exi.iting procedural controls discussed above in

Section II.D.2 also ensure StM handling is authorized and monitored. }7

Similarly, the absence of a criticality nonitoring system does not af fect !

the capability of TUPP to ensure StM is safeguarded. !>

1

1herefore, the requirements of Section 70.24 are not necessary for the
handling of S!E, and thus, granting these exemptions will not endanger t

life or property or the cone n defense and security. !
,

:

!
,

,

(16) See PNPP Unit 1 USAR, Sections 9.1.2.3.1, 9.1.2.3.2, 15.7.4 and 15.7.6. ;
r

- (17) B_ee Technical Specification Section 3/4.9 " Refueling operations".

!

;
1
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,

C. %e_Exemdio_n3 quest Is In %e Public Interest

We NRC has not provided specific detailed guidance on htM to apply the
"piblic interest" standard under section 70.14(a). Iloviever, in a 1985
amendment to Section 50.12(a), see 50 rederal Register 50764 (December
12, 1985), the NRC deleted the ytblic interest" standard in favor of 6

,

defining the "special circumstances" that justify recpesting an exemption-

'from the NRC regulations. At the same time, the NRC implied that Section

because the imC did not envision f requent use of Section 70.14(a) g''70.14(a) was not revised to be consistent with Section 50.12(a) on'

consequently, _ it seems reasonable to apply the "special circumstances"
articulated in Section.50.12(a) in lieu of the "public interest" i

'criterion of Section 70.14(a).
t

> j' i 50.12(a)(2), two j
/urong the special circumstances identifieare relevant to these exemption requests:g n Sect on

'

,

(ii) Application of the regulation in the particular circumstances
would not serve the underlying pirpose of the rule or is not t

necessary to achieve the underlying purpose of the rules (or) [

(iii) Compliance would result in ... other costs that are {
significantly in excess of those contemplated when the regulation ,

was adopted, or that are significantly in excess of those incurred
^

L by others similarly situated.

!

*
. _ _ _ .

U
,

(18) specifically, the Imc commented as follows on the need for consistent
exemption language throughout its regulations:

The Commission has considered the need to revise other parts of its |
regulations to correspond to the criteria in 50.12(a). Because the i

majority of exemption situations arise in the context of 10 Crn Part
50 requirements, the Comission has determined that revisions to j

other parts of the regulations are not necessary at this time. ;

50 Tederal Register at 50775.
,

'

(19) Section 50.12(a)(2) identifies six special circumstances that can be used
to justify requesting an exemption; however, an exemption does not
require that all six circumstances be justified._ CEI has reviewed this
exemption request against the criteria in Section_50.12(a)(2) and
concluded that only items _ (ii) and (iii) as reprinted above, are
applicable to PNPP t!qit 1 in this instance.

;
.

L

, ;

- . .-. . . _ . _ _ . - _ - . , .- - . - . . . _ - . - - , . - .
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Each of these items are teviewed in turn below

1. Applicati>n of 10 CFR '0.24 would not setve the underlying purpose of the
iule [ regulation or as not necessary to acfileve the ~underlylng purpose .

M the rule [ reguTation].
>

'the explicit language of Section 70.24 does not identify the purpose (s)
for requiring a criticality monitoring system and the associated
emergency procedures. Ilowever, the regulatory history underlying this
requirement indicates that:

The following amendments (i.e., Section 70.24] to these regulations
[i.e., Part 70] is [ sic) d'esigned to assure that all licensees who
are authorized to possess special nuclear material in amounts which j
may produce conditions of accidental criticality have in operation >

adequate alarm systems and emergern;y plans to evacuate personnel.

23 rederal Register 8747 (11ovember 31, 1958) (emphasis added). Based m
this language, the imC's pirpose for promulgating Section 70.24 aor=r s
to be to ensure that licensees are aware of, and take appropriate
response to, conditions of accidental criticality.

'This language also seems to imply that where a licensee determines that
design and/or procedural safeguards ensure against conditions of
accidental criticality, compliance with Section 70.24 would not serve the
underlying purpose of the regulation. This implication is supported by
Section C.1 of Regulatory Guide 8.12, " Criticality Accident Alarm
Systems," Rev. 2 (October 1988) and its value/ impact statement which
states:

Section 70.24 of 10 CFR Part 70 requires alarm coverage "in each
area in which such licensed speciol nuclear material is handled,
used or stored...," whereas paragraph 4.2.1 of the standard states
that the need for criticality alarms shall be evaluated for such
areas. If such an evaluation does not determine that a potential
for critTeaTIty exists, as for example where the quantitics or form
of specfal nuclear material make criticality practically impossible
or where geometric spacing is used to preclude criticality, such as
in some storage spaces for unirradiated nuclear power plant fuel, it
is appropriate to request an exemption from 70.24. [ Emphasis
added.]

As indicated in Regulatory Position 1, a reguest for an exemption to
the requirements of] Crn 70.24, " criticality Accident
Requirements," of 10 CrR Part 70, " Domestic Licensing of Special
IAlclear Material," is apptopriate when there is no real possibilityr
of a criticality 2 for example in situations where geometric spacing
is used to preclude criticality, . . . [ Emphasis added. )

- - _ ,_ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ . . ._-_ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ ._ _ -. _ _ . _ . .-
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As discussed in Section 13.0, the design of and safety analyses for
the reactor vessel, spent fuci pools, upper containment pool and new fuel

,

storage vaults, as well as the associated (and proposed) administrative
controls and Technical Specification requirements, ensure that conditions ;

of accidental criticality are precluded. Therefore, continued '

application of Section 70.24 to the PNPP f acility would not serve and is
not necessary to achieve the underlying purpose of this regulation, j

Based on these findings, special circumstances exist which justify the
granting of the exemption tequest using the guidance of Section 50.12(a).
Consequently, the exemption request is in the public interest and should
be granted pursuant to Section 70.14(a).

2. Compliance with Section 70.24 would result in ... other costs
sRnificantly in excess of those contemplated when tfils regulation wasJ

@ liers. opted, and that are significantly in excess of those incurred byot

A criticality accident monitoting system requires a considerable
expenditure of resources involved in operation and naintenance of the
system for the life of the facility. Since an accidental criticality
monitoring system is not required by Section 70.24, this expenditure
could otherwise be put to better use improving the operation of the
plant. On balance, therefore, CEI concludes that compliance with Section
70.24 would result in undue hardship and other costs that are significantly
in excess of those likely contemplated when this regulation was adopted.

It is our understanding that exemptions from the requirements of Section
70.24 have been, and are typically granted to Part 50 licensees. As a
recent example, Texas Utilities Electric Company (WEC) was granted an

'

exemption from Section 70.24 prior to the conversion of their
,

constructi g permit to an operating license at the comanche Peakfacility.' Therefore, CEI concludes that since Unit 1 of the Ferry
Nuclear Power Plant is not dissimilar from other facilities granted such
an exemption, compliance with Section 70.24 would create an undue
hardship and other costs significantly in excess of those incurred by >

others similarly situated.

III. CCNCLUSION

Because an exemption from the requirements of 10 Crn 70.24 for PNPP Unit 1
is authorized by law, will not endanger life or property or the common defense

|_ and security, is in the public interest, and is requested for good cause, we
respectfully submit that, in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR
70.14(a) and 70.24(d), the NRC should grant the requested exemption.

(20) See letter f rom William J. Cahill, Jr. (WEC) to the NRC dated June 30,
1769 (" Application for Exemption f rom 30 CFR 70.24"), and letter from
Christopher I. Grimes (NRC) to W.J. Cahill, Jr., dated November 6, 1989.
(" Environmental Assessment and finding of No significant
Impact-Exemption f ro_n the Requirements of 10 CrR 70.24 Concerning
Criticality Monitors)".

..- _ _ _ - ~ _ - . __ _ _- _ _ _ _ _ . _ -__ , _ , _
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Critica.lity Contypls al Analysis foi rach Puol Storage location

ivo kinds of spent fuel storage tacks ate ut,ed for storing sient (irradiated)
fuelt those achieving subetiticality by spacing in a loose packed geonntric
atray, and those using a neutton absottei to achieve subcriticality in a close
packed or dense geometric array. 'the low dent.ity fuel storage racks
, furnished by General Electric) are used in the containnent. The high density
t'uel storage tacks (furnished by Progthmmed and Rerote Syntems Corporation
(FAR)) are used in the spent fuel geols in the fuel handling and storage area
of the Internedista Building (hereaf ter called the ruel llandling Building),

ror new (unirtadiated) fuel storage, the new fuel is either loaded directly
into the spent fuel tool or the new fuel con te stored dry in the new fuel
storage vaults in the ruel llandling Duilding. The new fuel storage vaults
utilize the same low density fuel storage rack design (furnished by General
Electric) as those in containment.

tot each type of fuel storage rack / tool location, the nuclear design and
criticality safety evaluation is presented in the following Uplated Safety
Analysis Report (USAR) section:

Safety Evaluation-
Pool Location !Airlear Design Criticality Control
(Rack Type) USAR Section USAR Section

1. Upper containment 9.1.2.1.3 9.1.2.3.1
Pool (GE Racks)

2. ruel Preparation 9.1.2.1.4 9.1.2.3.2
and Storage Pool

and
Spent ruel Pool
(PAR Racks)

3. tJew ruel Storage 9.1.1.1.2 9.1.1.3.1
Vaults (GE Racks)

A. Criticality Control - Puel Prep ~aration and Storage Pool arvi the Spent
Tiie~T PoollPAR Rackn)

~~ -

Arrays of high dencity spent fuel storage tacks are provided in the fael
preparation and storage pool, and in the spent fuel pool located in the
ruel llandling Building. As mentioned previously, these racks are
designed and furnished by Programmed and Remote Systems Corporation. The
high density storage racks use neutron absorber and structural material
in a densely packed, square array of storage spaces to achieve
subcriticality.

. - _ . _- __-_______---__ - --_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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The high density storage tacks ate designed on that the centet-to-center
spacing tetween fuel assenblies within a rack is 6.625 inches and 0.375
inches between assenblies in adjacent locations. The fuel preparation
and storage pool contains storage for 1620 fuel assemblies and the spent
fuel pool contains stotage for 2400 fuel assenblies. Attays of fuel
assenblies in this geometry would be superctitical without neutron
poisons in the array. Thetefote, squate neutton absorber canisters have
Leen built into the racks attanged in a checketboard fashions this
ptoduces one Botal (D C in an Al composite mat rix) plate Letween adjacent
pairs of fuel assenbiles. The neutt on absorbet canisters contain
concentric squates of stainless steel (SS) 304 with Botal plates
sandwiched between the SS 304 on all fout sides. There is one B C plate

*
between every pair of fuel assenblies.

The design of the high dens y stor age t acks provides f or a nuberitical
multiplication f act or (k for both normal and abnorml storage
conditions, fornormalh@,abnormalconditions,k is equal to or less
than 0.95, taormal conditions exist when the high Ofnity storage racks
are located in the pool and are covered with a normal depth of water
(about 28 feet above the stored fuel) for radiation shielding and with
the maximum nunber of fuel assemblies or bundles in their design storage
positions. 'the spent fuel is covered with water at all tines by a
minimum depth required to provide sufficient chielding (the design and
licensing basis is a minimum of 23 feet). An abnormal condition may
result from accidental dropping of equipment or damage caused by the
horizontal movement of fuel hendling equipment without first disengaging
the fuel f rom the hoisting equipnent. To meet the requirenents of
General Design Criterion 62, a neutron absorber (sealed inside the rack's
structute) and geometry are employed to ensure that k will not exceed
0.95 under all normal and abnormal storage conditions *,''The PNPP Unit 1
Technical Specifications, Section 5.6.1.at ruel Storage - Criticality,
require that the k,,, be maintained below 0.95.

B. Criticality Control - thor _ containment Pool (GE nacks}

The upper containment pool (for each Unit) contains 19 sets of racks
which may contain up to 190 fuel assemblies. The design of the upper
containment pool fuel storage racks provides for a suberitical
multiplication factor for both normal and abnormal storage conditions
equal to or less than 0.95. Notmal conditions exist when the fuel
storage racks are located in the pool and are coveted with a normal depth
of water (about 27 feet above the stored fuel) for radiation shielding
and with the maximum number of fuel assenblies or bundles in their design
storage position. The spent fuel is coveted with water at all times by a
minimum depth required to provide suffleient shielding (the design and
licensing basis is a minimum of 23 feet). An abnormal condition may
result from accidental dropping of equipment or damage caused by the
horizontal movement of fuel handling equipment without first disengaging
the fuel from the hoisting equipment. To meet the requitenents of

- - --_. --___ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ -
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General Design Criterion 62, geometrically safe configurations of fuel
stored in the fuel array are employed to assure that k is less than or I
equal to 0.95 due to overmoderation. The PNPP Unit 1 %bhnical !

Specifications, Section 5.6.1.a ruel Storage - Criticality, require that
the k be maintained below 0.95. Section 5.6.1 also prohibits storage
ofsp%blfuelintheuppercontainmentpoolduringOperationalConditions
1 and 2.

C. Criticality Control - New Puel Storage Vaults (GE Racks]

There are two new fuel storage vaults each containing 18 sets of racks
with 10 fuel assembly locations per rack (for a total of 360 fuel
assembly locations in the two vaults). The new fuel storage vaults are
designed for the dry storage of new (anirradiated) fuel.

The new fuel storage racks in the new fuel storage vaults are designed so ,

that the center-to-center spacing between the 10 fuel assembly locations
within a rack module is 7.00 inches, and 12.00 inches between those in -

adjacent tacks (rows). ;

The calculations of k are based on the geometrical arrangements of the
fuelarrayandsuberillbalitydoesnotdependonthepresenceofneutron
absorbing materials. The arrangement of fuel assemblies in the new fuel

belowstoragerackswithinthenewfuelstoragevaultsresultsink'hasa0.95 in a dry condition or completely flooded with water which
density of 1 g/cc, To meet the requirements of General Design Criterion
62, it has been demonstrated analytically that the geometrically-safe
configuration of fuel stored in the new fuel storage array will ensure
that k will not exceed 0.95 if fuel is stored in the dry condition or
if the*hbnormal condition of flooding (water with a density of 1 g/ce)

,

occurs. In the dry condition, k is maintained <0.95 due to
undermoderation. In the flooded *bbndition, the ge5 metry of the new fuel
storage array assures the k,,, will remain <0.95 due to overmoderation. .

under conditions of optimum moderation (foam, small droplets, spray, or
fogging), with all storage locations filled, the racks are not designed
to maintain a k of 0.98 or less. The condition of optimum moderation ,

!isprecludedwheb'eachofthetwonewfuelstoragevaultshasitssolid
,

two piece cover installed. The additional administrative controls'

described below are used to preclude retention of moderator in the vault
area, and controls are also placed on spacing in the vault areas. The >

floor of the vault is sloped to a drain to remove any water introduced
into the vault. The requirements of General Design criterion 62,

I " Prevention of Criticality in Puel Storage and Handling" are satisfied by ,

the vault design and administrative controls.

1

. . ~ . . . _ ..- , -- . , - , - . - _ . . , , - - - . ,
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'the new fuel storage vaults (when used) are only used during the limited i

time period between fuel receipt and refueling opetations, a petial of |
several weeks. During this period fuel shipments are received and new |.

fuel is normally stored in the spent fuel pool for_ loading into the ;
reactor. The new fuel storage vaults are not normally used (they have |;

! never yet been used at PNPP), and would only be used for temporary j

; storage in special circumstancer;. During these limited periods of use of
the vau.'cs, the following administrative controls will be imposed by i.

plant procedures !

a. hhen fuel handling activities are suspended the new fuel
storage vault covers are reinstalled,

b. When new fuel bundles ate stored in the new fuel storage vaults
a Reactor Engineer ensures that the drain valves for the vaults
are tagged open and there is no material in the vaults which
could block the drains. t

'

c. A Reactor Engineer ensures that the bundles are stored in such
a manner that water can drain freely from the fuel assenblies

,

in the event of flooding and subsequent draining of the new i

fuel storage vaults,

ruel assemblies are shipped and may be stored with plastic wrappers |
around them to protect the fuel from the storage environment and to keep !

;; dust off of the fuel. During the development of the SNti License, the imC
Staff expressed the concern that if the fuel assemblies were covered and

,

the storage area flooded and drained, the assemblies could become
internally moderated with water (retained in the wrappers) while spaces >

between assemblies would be occupied only with air. Within the NRC's )
Safety Evaluation Report to the SIM license the Staf f indicated that they 3

believe that large arrays under these conditions could become critical.
We indicated-within the sta license application that the fuel packaging,
i.e., plastic wrappers, would not retain water around or within the
assemblies. Although with the imposition of the spacing criteriaj

described below an internally moderated bundle could not present a |
criticality concern, we recognize-the Staff's concern and therefore, ,

propose retention of the commitment in item c. above, vnich is the same
as the former condition 22 within the special Nuclear Materials license. -

8

Although the incorporation of the spacing criteria discussed bM.0w
obviates the need for the administrative controls committed to above
(vault covers in place, drain valve tagging and ensuring free drainage of

- water from the fuel assembly),-they will nevertheless be put in place >

because they do not impose an excessive inrden.'

,

During the periods when fuel is being moved and/or placed into the new
,

fuel storage vaults, the vault cover (s) will be removed. When the vault
covers are removed accidental criticality can be precluded by spacing the
fuel bundles such that a criticality event is impossible, or
administrative controls could be used to preclude entry of sources of ,

;

I

4

5
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l optimum moderation (foam, small droplets, spray or fogging) into the !

vaults. These controls could include one or more of the following: fire j

protection personnel training; r,igne posted in ths> areat removal of only !
3

) one of the two vault covers at a time; availability of non-vater / foam i

based fire extinguishers in the area; control of combustibles storage in !

the immediate area; control of ignition sources in the immediate area, or
use el solid stream nozzles on fire hoses in the area. Many plants use

;

administrative controls to preclude such entry of sources of optimum
| moderation into new fuel storage vaults.

.

However, due to the low likeli N od of a need to use the new fuel storage
vaults prior to the time that the spent fuel pools are filled, the
incorporation of these controls to preclude introduction of a moderator
have been determined to be excessively burdensome to enforce. -

: Instead, to ccepletely preclude any possibility of inadvertent
criticality (even assuming the introduction of optimum moderation occurs)

,

*

it is proposed to store the new fuel assemblies in the new fuel vaults in
alternate rows and columns. This was discussed with the tac staff during
application for the Special Nuclear Materials license and was added to

i the $NM license as License Condition 21 (see Attachment 3). Under these
conditions, the center-to-center distance between fuel assemblies in a

row would be 14 inches and that between assemblies in alternate columns
would be 24 inches. As noted in the imC's Safety Evaluation Report that !

accompanied the March 1985 Stat license, arrays of- fuel assemblies in this
configuration can not be made critical regardless of the density of water,

moderation between fuel assemblies or the degree of water reflection
surrounding the arrays. Administrative controls will be used to prevent
insertion of fuel assemblies in the eight storage locations immediately,

surtounding each fuel assembly. The approved location of each storage
position will be verified after each fuel assembly is placed in its-
stor age location, and there will be periodic inventories when the new

. fuel vaults are in use. A ft.el transfer record specifies the storage
' location for each fuel assembly in the new fuel storage vaults. 'Ihe

following administrative controls will be imposed by plant procedures

1 -

when the new fuel vaults are in use.
:

a. Prior to storing fresh fuel assemblies in the New Puel Storage
Vaults a documented fun 1 asrambly storage plan indicating thei

specific storage location of each assembif shall be develcped.
The plan chall show that the fuel assemblies are stored only in i

alternate towc and columns and be approved by the Reactor Engineer,
,

b. A Reactor Engineer or a Senior Reactot Operator shall verify,

the authorized r.torage location at the ccepletion of each fueli

l assembly trannter.

As described on page 10 within the Safety rvaluation Report for the Special ,

a2 clear Materials license, the trRC Staf f iwlicated "that with this condition,
the applicut has established reasonable and satisf actory precautions to
avoid an accidental criticality in the new fuel storage vaults." -

RAlv' CODED /1387

,

_ _ _ __ _ ____._ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ . _ , , _ _ . _ . . .
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h;4, Pursuant to the Atomw Energy Act of 1954. as amended, the Enerp> Reorgamzation Act of 1974
I |Attachm nt 3

10. |p. 3 g. ,,

%g! Code of Federal Regulations. Chapter 1, Parts 30,31,3L 33. 34,35. 40 and 70, and m rehance.
v.. ...,.. ..... . . . ,

p j; ions
!heretofare maJe by the laensee, a heense is hereby issued authorit:n; the beensee to recene, aquire. poness. 4r.J transfer by product. g

gt mutce. and special nucleat rnaterial des 4natied below; io use such material (or the rarP05ds) and at the pl4i,et s) deurriated below ,to
-

{4' de:ner or transfer n.;h snatet.at to perons .suthuued to se:ene it in accordance .uth the regulatons of the appbcable Part(sl T h;s
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L
;4: Leensee j

_

!f. Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company
;4! t Duquesne Light Company y gc,g, nagg,, - 3gg,)ggg
% Ohio :.dison Company p

'$ Pennsylvania Power Company
! |4 , Toledo Edison Company

,4 ..

iii ! 4 Expiration date Februa ry 28, 1990, or*
[aj P.O. Box 2000 3

-

% Cleveland, Ohio 44101 ; 5. Docket or 7ggg g
.h ; Reference Na p

ily pmduc t . suuec e. .indler 7. Cherrueal anJ.or phyu al 8. Maurnum amuunt that h.ense Elb1 n.

{ speud nuclear matenal form may possess at any one tstne
'

under this beense

y.4i A. Uranium enriened in the A. Reactor fuel assemblies A. 2,602 kg of U-235 i

p

4 U-235 isotope in uranium enriched &
j(! to no more than y ,

tii 3.00 w/o in U-235 >

54 ! bl
B. Antimony-124 B. Contained in sealed Sb-3e R. 42,000 Ci Sb-124 p{y neutron sources a

4 h'

ff C. Uranium enriched in C. Neutron detectors C. 35 mg of U-2a:i in S
'

% the U-235 isotope uranium enriched )
b >20 w/o in U-235 'b

pi t

( D. Depleted uranium D. Neutron detector D. 95 kg dep'eted &
storage cask o ra n i t.,m y

Q|$.1
>I

4j 9. Authorized Use: W
!4i F
;4' ror receipt, possession, inspection, storage, and packaging of fuel for delivery to W

N
'% a carrier in accordance with statements, representations, and conditions specified in

d)
the licensee's application dated August 30, 1982, and its supplements dated

g September 30, 1982, May 27, 1983, May 30, August 22, November 15, 1984, January 7, j,

[4 -
and January 25, 1985. :.

41 e
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; , nypgy j10. Authorized Place of Use:

f The licensee's Perry Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 1, located in Lake County in northeast f
. 4 Ohio approximately 35 miles northeast of Cleveland, Ohio and approximately 21 miles e ;
' f southwest of Ashtabula, Ohio, f 5

di '

f11.TheminimumtechnicalQualificationsforthePerryNuclearPowerPlant(PNPP) Plant;

y Technical Department Manager shall be in accordance with Section 4.2.4, " Technical- '

1 Manager," of ANSI N18.1-1971. :

% >
4 12. The minimum technical qualifications for the Reactor Engineer shall be in accordance |
3,| with Section 4.4.1, " Reactor Engineering and Physics," of ANSI N18.1-1971. P >

h >
f 13. The minimum technical qualifications for tne Training Supervisor shall be a Bachelor's M.

t Degree in Engineering or the' Physical Sciences and be in accordance with the Section | '.
i

t 4.6.2, " Staff Specialists", of ANSI N18.1-1971. p

(I: )f
% ,

f 14 The minimum technical qualifications for the Plant Health Physicist shall be in
~

accordance with theirequirements for " Radiation Protection Manager" of Regulatory '

g Guide 1.8, SeptembeF 1975. '

p. 7,, - .,~

J: 15. The following traiejng program shall' be completed by each individual prior to'

1 participation in the radiation safety and/or. fuel handling programs: )p :
'

1: r g

}%
'

a. All radiation sifety personnel.'shall be. trained in radiation _ safety and in PNPP,

(
|~4

Unit 1, radiation protection procedures.relahd to the receipt, handling, and
j storage of fuel (assemblies, neutron; sources, neutron detectors, and depleted g

t uranium prior to receipt 'ef-t.Aa sosci~al' nuclear,~. byproduct, and/or source p
1 materials.- " ' ' . ." . %'; > C.'Q,

. - . , k -

1 y
All onerations personnel involved tri the, ' receipt, han811ng, and/or storage of the li4 -b.

I above materials shall receive training in the related procedures including the
(5

:

.f health and safety aspects'of the activities.
'

.,
,

~ '

:t 16. Fuel assemblies, when stored in their shipping containers, shall be stacked no more p. _~

1 g |

1 than three containers high. W
*

,

1 g
i 17. No more than three fuel assemblies shall be outside their shipping containers or P

fj storage racks at any one time,
1 F1 - i 18, The; minimum edge-to-edge distance between the group of three fuel assemb ies and all g

l

1 other fuel assemDlies shall be 12 inches. ,

# y

i
19. Fuel assemblies shall iot be stored in _any fuel storage rack unless the fuel storage N1

ti racks have been installed, inspecito, and approved by CEI's Reactor Engineer. 8i

1 4 la
1 -g

20. All oreoperational testing for systems associatec ,,ith receipt, p,
inspection, :ovement, ,,1

'

;g
.and storage of f eesh fuel shall have oeen comoletec. p| [g.

3! W
!1, --

Y;3
j J

C 1
. 1

>

g m 1 :
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Pace 3 or s
_-21. Prior to storing fresh fuel assemb'ies in tse New Fuel Storage Vaults, the licensee g

shall: q
!. a. Develop a documented fuel assembly storage plan indicating the specific storage ! |

! location of each assemoly. The plan shall show that the fuel assemblies are .

f stored only in alternate rows and columns and be approved by the Reactor Engineer
'

or by the Plant Operations Review Committee (PORC)- i,

j .
-

,

i b, The Reactor Engineer or a licensed Senior Reactor Operator shall verify the '

| authorized storage location at the completion of each fuel assemt.ly transfer. ;
,

|

! 22, Fuel assemblies shall be stored in such a mainer that water would drain freely from !

"| the assemblies in the event of flooding and subsequent draining of the fuel storage
'

'

: area.
- | ,,

? 23, Prior to storing fresh fuel assemblies in the Containment Building Spent Fuel Storage '

_ ! Pool Racks (if not flooded), the liceasee shall: '

. , .

l . . <

Develop a documebted fuel assembly storage plare. indicating'the specific storage| a.
location of each assembly, .The-plan shall snow'that the fuel assemblies are'

-

stored only in alternate rows.and columns and ce approved by'the Reactor Engineer |g
. i or by the Plant Operations Redew Committee \(PORC), ;~ y

| * ~
..

? y

5% b. The Reactor Engineer or a licensed Senior Reactor Operator sha'l verify the M
$ authorized storage location at the completion of each fuel assembly transfer, M

.4 ; - y.

' h -24. The licensee shall canfirm the presence ',ofithe Boral sheets in'all design locations
(%p:i in the Spent Fuel Pool in the'Fue M11andFing'Bul1.4ingNprior to storing fresh fuel in'

! adjacent cells in the' racks in the Spent'FuelsPooh ' r. *
\ r, ; Mjt ( g* *

?,5. The licensee is hereby exempted from the provisions of 10"CFR 70.24 insof ar as this %i

.; exemption applies to materia'is held under this license wnly. #>
: s

_ !_26. The licensee shall comply with the provisions of Annex A, " License Condition for Leak
h

: Ig
Testing Sealed Byproduct Material Sources," r

>!.

- ;4 27. The approved " Perry Nuclear Power Plant Interim Physical Security Plan" for the fixed 3

(ej sight and in-transit physical protection of special nuclear material of low-strategic 9 ,

_ significance shall ae fully implemented by tne date of fuel receipt and snall be in Il

_ ' ' _

The approved Security Plan consists of jeffect wnenever fresh fuel is stored onsite.
j the following documents: 4

i

it a. The " Perry Nuclect Power Plant Interim Physical Security Plan," submitted by
$ Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company letter (PY-CEI/NMSS-0005 L) dated- :_ _

i

,

d Novemoer 15, 1934; ,

:4 &

b. The " Revision 1_(catec -e:ruary 5,1985)" to the " Der y Nuclear Powee Interim
|g{ Physical Security Plan," submitted by Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company y
'4 letter (pY-CEI/NMSS-0003 L) cated February 7, 1935; ano iJ.

4 Id
4 J

it A

g
4 a -

'% i,1

4- .
_ _ .1
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] c. -The " Supplemental Physical Security Conditions for the Perry Nuclel ^ower Plant ?-

'g , . Interim' Physical Security Plan," enclosed with the Commission letter from j
-

3| Willard B. Brown to the Cleveland Electric illuminating Company dated February 20, 'g

.:4|.
;4 1985. y
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